LEARNING TOOLS INTEROPERABILITY ADDENDUM

This Learning Tools Interoperability Addendum (this “Addendum”) shall apply to the attached [Agreement Title/PO Number] between [____________________________] (“Institution”), and [____________________________] (“Company”), dated ____________ (the “Agreement”).

The Learning Tools Interoperability (“LTI”) standard will be used to seamlessly integrate the Institution’s then-current learning management system (the “Platform”) and the externally hosted web-based application(s) described below (the “Tool”) by Company. The Institution is requiring the support of LTI Advantage (including the use of the core LTI 1.3) and the Tool must be certified with IMS Global Learning Consortium. The Company is required to provide a valid, current conformance certification registration number to the Institution within 90 days of signing this Addendum, and from time to time thereafter upon request from University. See imscert.org.

The Company is also required to remain current with the subsequent LTI core versions and applicable extensions (as appropriate) and receive any applicable conformance certifications within a commercially reasonable time period. As such, the Company will specify the LTI extensions that the Tool supports and for which it holds conformance certifications.

Tool Description, including specific application(s) and/or product(s) names:

Company agrees that any transfer of the Institution’s Data between Institution and the Company, or within Company’s computing environment, will take place using then-current industry standard encryption protocols. For purposes of this Addendum, "Institution Data" means, without limitation, all information, data, sound, image, video or other files, including applications, that are provided to, uploaded to, stored or otherwise accessible by, Company pursuant to or in connection with the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, intending to be legally bound, the parties hereto have executed this Addendum.

[NAME OF ORGANIZATION] [NAME OF INSTITUTION]
By: ________________________________ By: ________________________________
Name (Printed): ____________________ Name (Printed): ____________________
Title: ______________________________ Title: ______________________________